In the heart of the Latin Quarter, between Notre Dame, Le Panthéon and the Seine, the 4 stars boutique hotel La Lanterne welcomes visitors looking for the authentic Parisian chic.

The hotel provides the best of the French hospitality in a stylish yet friendly and inviting atmosphere.

At La Lanterne, the high quality materials are both elegant and comfortable with some splashes of bright colors snuggling into a universe of quieter, neutral shades. Every single object, such as the two oval windows rescued from a grand Parisian residence or famous Latin Quarter posters, has been sought out in antique shops. Tucked away from the hustle and bustle of city life, La Lanterne offers the only interior swimming pool in the 5th arrondissement of Paris inside a space dedicated to the wellness and relaxation.
Les Héritiers
True ambassadors of French chic, the interior decorators and designers Pierre Dubois and Aimé Cecil have a passion for quality materials and unusual objects, they give a true identity to the places they decorate. The design of the hotel is an invitation to a unique atmosphere which embodies the French elegance and the history of Paris.

Nicolas Sénegas
The photographs of the artist immerse the visitors into the iconic esthétique of the City of Lights, with street and passageway lamplights from different periods, beautiful ornate lamps on the bridges, lampposts in the squares and parks... The elegant black and white pictures celebrate the unique beauty of the capital.
The 27 rooms and the Suite ensure a modern and elegant comfort and an intimist atmosphere thanks to the lanterns. Hanging on each side of the bed, their sober and pure lines are the signature of the hotel. The fabrics, thick carpets, quilted plaid and wall coverings underline the refinement of the hotel thanks to the elegant taupe and grey colors. On every floor the shades of orange, pigeon blue, anis yellow and pink of the cushions and curtains warm the atmosphere.

The photographs of Nicolas Sénégas, which top the bed headboards, immerse the visitor in the imaginary dimension of the City of Lights. The engravings and the objects acquired in antique shops add to the Parisian chic style. The comfort of the visitors being a key concern at La Lanterne, the hotel provides visitors with anti-allergic pillows.

Every bathroom includes an Italian shower whose beautiful wall tiling depicts the sweeping arabesques of an 18th century Baroque candelabra and delightful cherubs.

"Classique" Rooms

- 15 to 17 sqm
- Standard Double bed
- Bathroom with Italian shower

From € 250

"Supérieur" Rooms

- 16 to 21 sqm
- Double rooms with 1 Queen size bed or twin beds
- Bathroom with Italian shower

From € 280

"Privilège" Rooms

- 17 to 24 sqm
- Queen size bed or 2 single beds/twin beds
- Bathroom with Italian shower or bath

From € 310
These spacious and luminous rooms include a **private terrace** with a view on the towers of Notre-Dame de Paris and the roofs of the city with their iconic wide range of greys.

**“Top floor Privilège” Rooms**

- 19 à 22 sqm
- Double room with 1 Queen size bed or twin-bedded room
- Private terrace
- Bathroom with Italian shower

From **€ 330**

The **comfortable and cosy Suite** can accommodate up to 4 people and allows both for privacy and time together in an elegant atmosphere. An original photograph of Paris, delicate wall furnishing brightened up by satin velvet cushions and curtains, large mirrors and stylised lanterns surrender the visitors in a cosy and warm space.

**Suite**

- 35 sqm
- Queen size bed and 2 single sofa-beds
- Bathroom with bath

From **€ 440**
La Lanterne offers a unique space dedicated to relaxation and well-being with an indoor swimming pool, a hammam and a sensorial shower.

A large mirror blends in the stone archway from the XIIth century, shelter to the only indoor swimming pool of the 5th district of Paris. The white mosaic echoes the subtle lighting of the vault ceiling and brings a delicate luminosity to this space. In addition to this, the tiling decorated with a panoramic view of the Alexander III Bridge constantly remind visitors that they are in the heart of the City of lights.

Near the spa area, the Turkish bath and the sensorial shower awaken the senses thanks to the combination of light effects and fragrances of essential oils which invites to a relaxing moment.
The amateurs of fine products will benefit from a refined and generous breakfast "à la française" served every morning. La Lanterne collaborates with the best producers to offer delicious pastries, baguette, jam, freshly squeezed fruit juice, fresh eggs... in a sober yet enchanting decor illuminated by Murano glass chandeliers.

HONESTY BAR

In the elegant and modern atmosphere of the Honesty Bar, the extra-large seatings provide a cosy feeling to enjoy the wine selection.

BREAKFAST

The amateurs of fine products will benefit from a refined and generous breakfast "à la française" served every morning. La Lanterne collaborates with the best producers to offer delicious pastries, baguette, jam, freshly squeezed fruit juice, fresh eggs... in a sober yet enchanting decor illuminated by Murano glass chandeliers.

THE INDOOR GARDEN

La Lanterne provides the perfect shelter to relax between sightseeing tours in the capital thanks to its indoor garden.
12, rue de la Montagne Sainte-Geneviève - 75005 Paris
+ 33 (0)1 53 19 88 39
www.hotel-la-lanterne.com/en

Practical information

- Indoor swimming-pool
- Hammam
- Sensorial Shower
- The Honesty Bar
- Interior Garden
- Airport Transfert
- Luggage Facility & Deposit
- Free high speed Wifi
- Business Corner
- International and French press

CONTACT: reservation@hotel-la-lanterne.com